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Objective: To characterize cardiovascular recovery and examine the possible relationship of vagal activity and
reflexes to risk for heart disease. Methods: Subjects performed cold pressor and mental arithmetic tasks. Heart rate,
heart period variability, and pre-ejection period were obtained for 1 minute before, during, and after each task
(Experiment 1). In the second experiment, subjects performed a Stroop color-word task and a mental arithmetic task.
Heart rate, heart period variability, blood pressure, and baroreflex sensitivity were obtained during the 5-minute
baseline, task, and recovery periods (Experiment 2). Results: In Experiment 1, heart rate during recovery was lower
than baseline despite continued pre-ejection period shortening, whereas recovery heart period variability was
higher than baseline. In Experiment 2, blood pressure increased throughout the session. However, recovery heart
rate after mental arithmetic was lower than baseline heart rate, and heart period variability was higher during both
recovery periods than during baseline. Vagal rebound, a sharp increase in variability in the first minute of recovery,
was reduced in men in Experiment 1 and in individuals with a family history of cardiovascular disease in
Experiment 2 and was associated with degree of change in baroreflex sensitivity between task and rest. Conclusions:
Cardiovascular recovery from stress is associated with increased vagal modulation despite residual sympathetic
activation. Vagal rebound may be involved in mechanisms resetting the baroreflex sensitivity at the onset and offset
of stress. Diminished vagal rebound during recovery from stress is associated with standard risk factors for
cardiovascular disease. The results support an association between attenuated vagal reflexes and risk for cardio-
vascular disease. Key words: Cardiac recovery, psychological stressors, cardiovascular disease, vagal reflexes,
sympathetic nervous system, parasympathetic nervous system.

ATRAMI 5 Autonomic Tone and Reflexes After Myo-
cardial Infarction; BP 5 blood pressure; BRS 5 barore-
flex sensitivity; CP 5 cold pressor; DBP 5 diastolic
blood pressure; ECG 5 electrocardiogram; HR 5 heart
rate; HPV 5 heart period variability; HRV 5 heart rate
variability; ICG 5 impedance cardiographic; MA 5
mental arithmetic; MI 5 myocardial infarction; PNS 5
parasympathetic nervous system; PEP 5 pre-ejection
period; rMSSD 5 root mean squared successive differ-
ence; SBP 5 systolic blood pressure; SNS 5 sympa-
thetic nervous system;

INTRODUCTION

Low levels of tonic vagal cardiac control are well
established as a risk factor for cardiovascular events
and illness (1–3). Additionally, reduced vagal reflex
activity has been associated with greater risk of cardiac
mortality after MI (4). The autonomic tone and reflexes
after myocardial infarction (ATRAMI) investigation of
1284 patients found that cardiac mortality in the

months after MI was related to low levels of HRV and
reduced BRS, independent of left ventricular ejection
fraction and frequency of ventricular arrhythmias.
Moreover, HRV and BRS were independent predictors,
with BRS adding significantly to the predictive value
of HRV alone, leading the authors to conclude that
augmented reflex vagal activity contributes to survival
after MI (4).

Cole et al. (5) assessed 2428 heart disease patients
who underwent routine exercise testing. They found
that heart rate recovery, defined as the decrease in HR
from peak exercise to one minute after cessation of
exercise, was inversely related to death 6 years later
even after controlling for the HR increase during exer-
cise, exercise workload, cardiac risk and demographic
factors. Cole et al. (5) proposed that the delayed fall in
HR during the first minute after exercise was a func-
tion of decreased reflex vagal activity (6). Thus, it
seems that an attenuated vagal reflexive response to
the termination of exercise stress is a powerful predic-
tor of overall mortality.

Recovery from psychological stress also has been
linked with cardiovascular disease risk (7–16). How-
ever, these studies generally focus on HR or BP only,
and not on the underlying components of HR or BP.
This article examines the recovery phenomena ob-
served in two independent studies in two different
laboratories. Our goal was to evaluate cardiovascular
responses and underlying SNS and PNS reflexes after
the termination of psychological stress. We were par-
ticularly interested in vagal reflex activity during re-
covery in view of its apparent relationship to cardio-
vascular disease (4, 5).
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EXPERIMENT 1

Methods

The specific aim of the first study was to examine HR and
underlying SNS and PNS contributions to cardiac function before,
during, and after standard laboratory stressors. Sympathetic cardiac
reactions were indexed by PEP, the time between the onset of de-
polarization of the ventricle and the opening of the aortic valve. The
PEP is inversely related to the degree of sympathetic activation—the
shorter the PEP, the greater the SNS arousal (17–19). Parasympa-
thetic activity was indexed by the rMSSD of the RR intervals. The
rMSSD is a measure of high frequency HPV that is positively corre-
lated with the degree of vagal cardiac control (1–3).

Subjects. Data were obtained from 12 men and 15 women who
participated as controls in a larger study on the effects of breast-
feeding on reactivity to stress. They were recruited from undergrad-
uate introductory psychology classes at SUNY at Stony Brook and by
flyers posted around campus and the nearby university hospital.
The subjects were between 18 and 45 years old and free of any
medical condition affecting the cardiovascular system. Except for
birth control, or antibiotic and topical treatments, subjects were not
taking any medications. Their mean age was 25.4 years (SD 5 5.6);
44.4% were white, 14.8% were African American, 29.6% were
Asian, and 7.4% were of mixed ethnicity. Timing of evaluations of
women was not related to the menstrual cycle. Subjects received $20
or class credit as compensation for the 2-hour study.

Apparatus. Thoracic impedance was assessed with a Model 304B
Minnesota Impedance Cardiograph (Instrumentation for Medicine,
Greenwich, CT) using tetrapolar aluminum-Mylar band electrodes
(Instrumentation for Medicine). Voltage recording bands were
placed around the base of the neck and around the thorax at the level
of the xiphisternal junction. Bands for impressing the AC current
were placed 3 cm above the base of the neck and 3 cm below the
xiphisternal junction (19).

Tasks. Two tasks involving different patterns of autonomic acti-
vation were used—spoken MA and CP (20). The mental arithmetic
task, which evokes vagal withdrawal and a predominantly beta-
adrenergic response, required subjects to subtract serially by 7s from
a 4-digit number for 1 minute. Subjects were instructed to work as
quickly and accurately as possible. The cold pressor task, which
evokes vagal withdrawal and a predominantly alpha-adrenergic re-
sponse, required immersion of the dominant hand up to the wrist in
1 liter of an ice/water mix at 4°C for 1 minute. The order of task
presentation was counterbalanced.

Procedure. After consent was obtained and a brief explanation of
the experiment was given, subjects completed questionnaires for the
larger study and electrodes were applied for impedance cardio-
graphic measures. After further instructions about the tasks, subjects
completed additional questionnaires for the larger study.

After a 10-minute resting baseline, of which the last 5 minutes
were recorded, subjects completed the 1-minute mental arithmetic
and cold pressor tasks in random order. Subjects received task-
specific instructions immediately before each task period. One
minute of recovery data were recorded immediately after the termi-
nation of each task, and an additional 5-minute baseline rest period
separated the two tasks. After the last recovery minute, the instru-
ments were removed, and the subjects were debriefed and released.

Signal processing. The ECG and dZ/dt signal (the first derivative
of the change in thoracic impedance) from the impedance cardio-
graph were digitized at 500 Hz, whereas the Z0 signal (nasal thoracic
impedance) from the impedance cardiograph was digitized at 250
Hz. The digitized signals were scored on a beat-to-beat basis and
then the ensemble averaged with reference to the peak of the ECG
R-wave (19, 21, 22). A trained researcher visually inspected each

ensemble-averaged waveform after a procedure reported previously
(19, 22). Beat-to-beat averages for HR and ensemble averages for PEP
were calculated for the last minute of the baseline period preceding
each task, during the 1 minute of each of the tasks, and during the 1
minute of recovery after each task. The rMSSD was calculated for
each minute, using a program that was specially developed for that
purpose.

Results

Figure 1 depicts the means and standard errors for HR, PEP, and
rMSSD during the 1-minute baseline, task, and recovery periods for
CP and MA. The rMSSD data were skewed significantly, so a natural
log transformation was applied before analysis. Each cardiovascular
measure was analyzed using the MANOVA approach to repeated
measures with task (CP/MA) and period (baseline/task/recovery) as
within-subject factors. The critical comparisons involved planned
contrasts of recovery vs. baseline values and recovery vs. task values
for HR, PEP, and rMSSD.

The main effect of period was significant (multivariate F(6,102) 5
15.92, p , .001). More specifically, HR was lower, PEP was shorter,

Fig. 1. HR, PEP, and rMSSD during baseline, task, and recovery for
the MA and CP tasks in Experiment 1.
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and rMSSD was greater in recovery than during baseline, F(1,26) 5
20.97, 12.10, and 15.93, respectively, all p , .01. Moreover, HR was
higher and rMSSD was lower during task than recovery, F(1,26) 5
86.34 and 27.44, both p , .001; however, the difference between task
and recovery was not significant for PEP. Significant task (multivar-
iate F (3,24) 5 9.19, p , .001) and task 3 period (multivariate
F(6,102) 5 6.88, p , .005) effects reflected greater increases in HR
and decreases in PEP and rMSSD during mental arithmetic than
during cold pressor. A decrease in rMSSD occurred in 55.6% of
subjects during CP and in 74.1% of subjects during MA.

Vagal rebound. These data suggest that the HR deceleration in
recovery is vagally mediated, as it is consistent with rMSSD changes
rather than PEP changes. This HR deceleration during recovery from
psychological stress is reminiscent of the postexercise recovery pat-
tern that Cole et al. (5) linked to reduced mortality in heart disease
patients 6 years after testing. As a preliminary test of whether vagally
mediated cardiac recovery is linked to disease risk, the change in
rMSSD from each task to recovery (rMSSD rebound) was calculated
for each subject and tested for association with gender, an estab-
lished risk factor for cardiovascular disease.

Periods in Experiment 1 were 1 minute each; therefore, rMSSD
rebound from each task was calculated by subtracting mean vari-
ability during the 1-minute task from mean variability in the minute
after task termination. Degree of rMSSD rebound for women (N 5
15) and men (N 5 12) was compared using a MANOVA with gender
as the between-subjects factor and task (cold pressor or mental
arithmetic) as the within-subjects factor. The means and standard
errors for the groups are presented in Figure 2. Collapsing across
task, women showed significantly greater rMSSD increases from
task to recovery than men, F(1,25) 5 6.70, p , .05.

Because rMSSD rebound may have been associated with the
degree of vagal withdrawal during the task, gender differences in
rMSSD decreases from baseline to the tasks were analyzed. Vagal
withdrawal during each task was calculated by subtracting mean
variability during the 1-minute baseline immediately preceding the
task from mean variability during the 1-minute task. MANOVA
(gender, task) revealed no gender differences in vagal withdrawal.

Summary

One minute after termination of psychological stress, HR fell
below baseline level. This fall in HR was apparently mediated by a
sharp rebound in vagal activation after stress, as indicated by in-
creased rMSSD during recovery, despite persistent residual sympa-

thetic activation, as indicated by PEP. This vagal rebound may be
crucial in restoring cardiovascular homeostasis.

Vagal rebound was greater for women than for men. These find-
ings are consistent with previous reports that women show greater
HR overcompensation (HR that is lower in recovery than baseline)
than men after harassment stress (8). The difference in rebound was
not accounted for by differences in vagal withdrawal.

EXPERIMENT 2

Generalization of the findings of Experiment 1 may be limited
because of the brief 1-minute stressor and recovery periods. The
observed recovery phenomenon might disappear during longer
stressor periods due to habituation of cardiovascular reactivity (23).
Accordingly, Experiment 2 extended the original investigation by
using longer task and recovery periods, as well as different tasks. In
addition, measures of systolic and diastolic blood pressure were
included to permit assessment of baroreflex sensitivity.

BRS reflects the ability to alter vagal and sympathetic activity in
response to sudden changes in blood pressure (24). Baroreflex sen-
sitivity can be reset and tends to decrease under stress (24, 25). In
addition, derangements in resetting of baroreflex sensitivity are
thought to play a role in the etiology of hypertension (26).

Because the baroreflex is an established PNS reflex that also has
an association with future mortality (4), rMSSD rebound was tested
for associations with BRS. In addition, because BRS changes in
response to stress, rMSSD rebound was tested for associations with
changes in BRS.

Methods

Subjects. Data came from 19 women and 12 men who volun-
teered for a study on the effects of fragrance on cardiovascular
reactivity. Subjects were studied on two occasions, once to perform
the tasks while exposed to fragrance and once to perform the tasks
under normal room air conditions, with order of conditions coun-
terbalanced. Data presented here are from the normal air session
only. Analyses showed no significant effect of order of fragrance
condition (normal air or fragrance condition first); therefore, data
from the normal air sessions were combined.

The mean age of the subjects was 34.0 6 8.6 years; 6% were of
blended ethnicity, 6% were Latino, 19% were African American,
and 68% were white. All subjects were free of any medical condition
or medications that might affect the cardiovascular system. They
were paid a total of $80 for the two sessions.

Tasks. Stroop Color-Word Task. Subjects were presented with
color names (blue, green, yellow, and red) displayed in colors that
were either congruent or incongruent with the names. Subjects
pressed a key on a keypad that corresponded to the display color of
the letters. The computer paced the task and delivered an error
message whenever a subject entered an incorrect response or failed
to respond rapidly enough.

Mental arithmetic. Subjects were presented with a four-digit
number on a computer monitor and were instructed to subtract
serially by 7s starting with this number, entering their response on a
keypad. The first number disappeared after the first answer was
entered on the keypad. Subjects received verbal prompts (eg, “please
subtract faster”) at random intervals. The computer did not pace this
task, but subjects were instructed to subtract as quickly and as
accurately as possible.

Signal acquisition and processing. ECG electrodes were placed
on the right shoulder, on the left anterior axillary line at the 10th
intercostal space, and in the right lower quadrant. Analog ECG
signals were digitized at 500 Hz by a National Instruments A/DFig. 2. Vagal rebound by gender in Experiment 1.
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board and passed to a microcomputer. The ECG waveform was
submitted to a specially written R-wave detection routine, result-
ing in an RR interval series. Errors in marking of R-waves were
corrected interactively. The rMSSD of the RR intervals served as
the measure of HPV.

An Ohmeda Finapres 2300 monitor (Ohmeda, Englewood, CO)
was used to measure BP. The finger cuff was placed on the left hand.
Finapres measures were calibrated by moving the arm so that read-
ings fell within 610 mmHg of a manual blood pressure reading. The
servo self-adjustment was disabled except for the last minute of each
period, so that the calibration signal would not interfere with the
derivation of the BRS. The analog blood pressure waveform was
digitized at 500 Hz and collected by the microcomputer. Systolic
and diastolic pressures were identified on the pressure waveform by
a specially written program. Errors in marking systole and diastole
were corrected interactively. The BRS was calculated from the ECG
and SBP measures by the sequence method (27, 28). The BRS cal-
culated for each period was based on its first 4 minutes, because the
servo self-adjustment was enabled for the last minute.

Procedure. After giving informed consent, subjects were seated
in a comfortable chair. Then electrodes for ECG were applied and
the finger cuff for BP measurement was fitted on the subjects. After
instrumentation, they completed questionnaires and procedures rel-
evant to the fragrance study and then received instructions about the
Stroop and mental arithmetic tasks. The tasks were presented in
fixed order. Subjects rested for 5 minutes to provide baseline mea-
sures. Subjects then performed the 5-minute Stroop task, after which
they rested for 5 minutes during an interim recovery period. Sub-
jects then performed the 5-minute mental arithmetic task, after
which they rested for a final 5-minute recovery period. The ECG and
BP were recorded continuously. After additional questionnaires and
procedures relevant to the fragrance study, instruments were re-
moved, and subjects were paid and released.

Results

Heart rate and rMSSD. Figure 3 presents the means and standard
errors for HR and rMSSD during the 5-minute baseline, interim, and
final recovery periods, as well as the two stressor periods. The
rMSSD data were skewed significantly, so a natural log transforma-
tion was applied before analysis. Heart rate and rMSSD were ana-
lyzed using a MANOVA approach to repeated measures with period
(baseline/interim recovery/final recovery) and minute (1–5) as with-
in-subjects factors. The critical comparisons were between the base-
line and the two recovery periods (interim and final). Significant
multivariate main effects occurred for period (multivariate F(4,26) 5
4.78, p , .005) and minute (multivariate F(8,22) 5 4.06, p , .005).
Heart rate during baseline was significantly higher than during final
recovery, F(1,29) 5 4.10, p , .05. Moreover, as shown in Figure 3,
rMSSD levels were higher than baseline during both the interim
recovery period, F(1,29) 5 14.42, p , .0005, and the final recovery
period, F(1,29) 5 4.51, p , .05. A decrease in rMSSD occurred in
83.3% of subjects during Stroop and in 67.7% of subjects during
mental arithmetic.

Blood pressure. Data from three female subjects were dropped
because of spurious readings (consistent extreme outlier values of
SBP . 190 or DBP . 100). Figure 4 presents the SBP and DBP means
and standard errors for minutes one through four during the base-
line, interim, and final recovery periods, as well as the two stressor
periods. The fifth minute of each period was deleted because the
Finapres BP monitor was recalibrated during that time. Repeated
measures MANOVA with period (baseline/interim recovery/final
recovery) and minute (1–4) as within-subjects factors revealed a
significant multivariate effect of period, (F(4,104) 5 3.38, p , .01).

Separate analyses indicated that this effect held for both SBP
(F(2,52) 5 6.70, p , .005) and DBP (F(2,42.88) 5 6.49, p , .01).
Contrast analyses indicated that SBP and DBP were significantly
higher than baseline during both the interim and final recovery
periods (SBP, F(1,26) 5 8.35 and 9.64, respectively, both p , .01;
DBP, F(1,26) 5 5.73 and 8.55, respectively, both p , .05).

Vagal rebound and baroreflex sensitivity. The mean and stan-
dard errors for BRS are presented in Figure 5. Consistent with
previous reports, BRS decreased under stress and rose again after
termination of stress (25). Correlations between BRS for each period
and rMSSD rebound were calculated for each task. In addition, BRS
change scores were calculated from pretask baseline to task (Stroop
and mental arithmetic) and task to recovery. These change scores
represent the resetting of the BRS from period to period. Correlations
were calculated between these change scores and rMSSD rebound.

Except for a significant correlation between rMSSD rebound from
MA and BRS during MA (r 5 2.40) there was little relationship
between rMSSD rebound and BRS levels. However, rMSSD rebound
correlated significantly with the change in BRS from periods of rest
to stress and from periods of stress to rest. That is, rMSSD rebound

Fig. 3. HR and rMSSD throughout the session for baseline, Stroop,
interim recovery, mental arithmetic, and final recovery in
Experiment 2.
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correlated inversely with subsequent BRS changes to the onset of
stress (r 5 2.34 to 2.52, all p , .05) and correlated positively with
subsequent BRS changes to the offset of stress (r 5 .36 to 2.49, all p
, .05). In general, the greater the rMSSD rebound, the greater the
BRS decline to stress and the greater the BRS enhancement after
stress. Thus, vagal rebound may contribute to the resetting of BRS in
response to the onset and offset of stress.

Vagal rebound. A prominent feature of cardiac recovery from
stress is a rapid increase in HPV in the first minute of recovery,
suggesting a PNS surge that decelerates HR quickly and promotes
recovery from stress. To examine the relevance of this PNS response
to health, the degree of rMSSD recovery from each task was calcu-
lated for each subject and tested for association with standard risk
factors for cardiovascular disease: gender and family history of heart
disease.

Periods in Experiment 2 were 5 minutes long. Following the
procedures of Cole et al. (5), rMSSD was calculated as the change in
rMSSD from its minimum minute value during Stroop or mental
arithmetic to the first minute after termination of each task. That is,
rMSSD rebound was calculated from maximal vagal withdrawal
during the stressor to the first minute of recovery.

In Experiment 2, degree of rMSSD rebound was compared be-

tween women (N 5 18) and men (N 5 12) and between those with a
positive (N 5 11) and negative (N 5 18) family history of cardiovas-
cular disease. Family history was assessed through an interview in
response to the question “Is there any history of cardiovascular
disease in your family?” Research on undergraduates indicates that
family history information gathered this way might be inaccurate
(29). However, in this study, the subjects were primarily medical
personnel, older and more sophisticated than undergraduates in
their knowledge of cardiovascular disorders. Moreover, for all but
one subject, the information reported involved highly salient events
(death from cardiovascular disease, surgery), which are typically
reported accurately.

The rMSSD rebound of the groups was compared using
MANOVA with gender or family history as the between-subjects
factor and tasks (Stroop and mental arithmetic) as the within-sub-
jects factor. The means and standard errors for the groups are pre-
sented in Figure 6, which shows that subjects with a positive family
history of cardiovascular disease had significantly smaller rebound
than subjects with a negative family history (F(1,27) 5 4.37, p , .05).
A significant task 3 family history interaction indicated that this
difference primarily was due to responses to the mental arithmetic
task (F(1,27) 5 9.17, p , .005).

To examine possible effects of vagal withdrawal during tasks on
vagal rebound, family history differences in rMSSD decreases to the
tasks were analyzed. Vagal withdrawal during each task was calcu-
lated by subtracting the mean variability during the 5-minute base-
line immediately preceding each task from the mean variability
during the 5-minute task. A MANOVA (family history of cardiovas-
cular disease, task) revealed no family history differences in vagal
withdrawal.

Similar results were obtained when rebound was calculated as
the difference in rMSSD between the first minute of task (not peak
withdrawal) and the first minute of the recovery. Although the main
effect of family history was no longer significant, a highly significant
task 3 family history interaction remained (F(1,27) 5 10.84, p ,
.005). Separate follow-up t tests for Stroop and mental arithmetic
revealed that subjects with a positive family history of cardiovascu-
lar disease had significantly smaller rebound after mental arithmetic
than subjects with a negative family history (t (27) 5 2.86, p , .01).
Family history showed no association with rebound after Stroop.
There were no significant effects of gender on rMSSD rebound
calculated by either method, although the pattern of mean differ-
ences during mental arithmetic was similar to that during mental
arithmetic in Experiment 1.

Summary

Results from analyses of HR and rMSSD levels from Experiment
2 were generally consistent with those from Experiment 1. HR dur-
ing recovery from the second task (mental arithmetic), but not the
first task (Stroop), was slower than during baseline. Also as in
Experiment 1, rMSSD was greatest during both the interim and final
recovery periods. Moreover, as Figure 3 reveals, rMSSD increased
sharply in the critical first minute of recovery, then declined. In
contrast, both SBP and DBP climbed progressively higher from base-
line, to interim recovery, to final recovery. Vagal rebound, calcu-
lated as the increase in rMSSD from maximal or first minute of task
to first minute of recovery, was associated with family history of
cardiovascular disease and degree of BRS change to the onset and
offset of stress, but not with gender.

Fig. 4. SBP and DBP throughout the session for baseline, Stroop,
interim recovery, mental arithmetic, and final recovery in
Experiment 2.
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DISCUSSION

Vagal Rebound and Recovery

Recent research suggests that recovery of heart rate
and blood pressure after stress is a process closely related
to resting and reactivity measures, and may be described
by the general parameters of level, amount, and speed of
recovery (30). Results from our research examining the
underlying autonomic components identify a sharp in-
crease in HPV as a distinct feature in the parasympa-
thetic recovery process, indicating a surge in vagal activ-
ity at the offset of psychological stress. Thus, our work

adds to the formation of general concepts, descriptions,
and topography of recovery processes, especially the
concept of vagal rebound.

Refinement of the notion of vagal rebound should be
the focus of future parametric investigations. Vagal re-
bound may be calculated in several different ways with
varying degrees of association with resting and reactivity
measures. In Experiment 2, vagal rebound was calcu-
lated as a change score from the maximal rMSSD with-
drawal to the first minute of recovery. Because Cole et al.
(5) used a similar method to demonstrate a link between
HR recovery from stress and subsequent mortality, this
method of calculating rebound seemed a logical first
step.

Yet, alternative methods could be used to calculate
vagal rebound. Differences between first, last, mean task
or resting values and first or maximal recovery rMSSD
are possible variants. Moreover, derived amplitude/mag-
nitude as well as timing/speed measures are also of in-
terest. Although logically related, the different computa-
tions of vagal rebound may reflect differing components.
Depending on task length, vagal rebound calculated from
the overall task means may reflect varying processes of
onset, offset, and habituation during the task (23).

Heart Rate and Recovery

Results from both experiments showed that heart
rate was slower in recovery than during baseline. It

Fig. 5. BRS throughout the session for baseline, Stroop, interim recovery, mental arithmetic, and final recovery in Experiment 2.

Fig. 6. Vagal rebound by gender and family history in Experiment
2.
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might be argued that this HR overcompensation re-
sulted from anticipatory stress and elevated HR during
the initial baseline period, and that this recovery effect
would disappear in comparisons with longer baseline
periods. However, as Figure 2 suggests and statistical
analyses confirmed, HR was stable within the initial
5-minute baseline rest period, so inclusion of a longer
baseline period probably would not have altered the
results from Experiment 2. Moreover, Experiment 1
included an initial baseline period of 10 minutes and
yielded similar HR results. Thus, consistent with re-
cent findings of equivalent cardiovascular reactivity to
stress after initial baseline periods lasting from 5 to 16
minutes (23), it seems that HR overcompensation dur-
ing recovery is largely unaffected by initial baseline
duration. Accordingly, it seems likely that the de-
creased HR during recovery resulted from an active
compensatory recovery process.

Vagal Reflexes: Withdrawal and Rebound

As noted, some subjects did not show a vagal with-
drawal in response to stress, although vagal rebound
was calculated in the same manner for all subjects. For
participants who do not show vagal withdrawal under
stress, it seems logical to assume that there would be
little or no rebound. Traditionally, attenuated reactiv-
ity has been conceived of as protective, and recovery
has been conceived of as repairing normal or exagger-
ated perturbations induced by stress; however, this
may not always be so. An attenuated stress response,
when coupled with attenuated recovery, may predict
later illness. Cole et al. (5) reported that patients with
attenuated HR recovery (and increased risk of mortal-
ity 6 years later), also showed attenuated HR responses
to stress. Thus, it may be that the vagal reflexes that
control responses to stress are mechanistically related
to the vagal reflexes that control recovery from stress.
That is, a lack of vagal withdrawal and lack of vagal
rebound may reflect the same general failure of the
parasympathetic nervous system to adapt. Investiga-
tions using simultaneous assessment of reactivity and
recovery with sympathetic and parasympathetic mea-
sures are needed to uncover underlying mechanisms
linking responses to stress and risk for illness.

Finally, reactivity and recovery may be more or less
independently predictive, with attenuated or exagger-
ated responses additively or interactively determining
risk. Group difference comparisons in these studies
support this stance, because differences in vagal re-
bound during recovery were not explained readily by
group differences in vagal withdrawal during task.

Vagal Rebound and Risk for Cardiovascular
Disease

The results of Experiment 1 suggest that the offset of
psychological stress involved a rapid surge in PNS
activity that decelerates HR quickly and promotes re-
covery despite any residual sympathetic activation.
The HR deceleration during recovery is reminiscent of
the postexercise recovery pattern that Cole et al. (5)
linked to reduced mortality 6 years after testing. These
findings parallel the reports of Cole et al. (5) and thus
provide an insight into mechanisms underlying that
association. Moreover, they suggest that vagal rebound
after psychological stress may be predictive of cardio-
vascular health.

Vagal rebound was reduced in subjects with a fam-
ily history of cardiovascular disease and gender, but
only in Experiment 1. The conflicting findings may
stem from the modest sample sizes and lack of power,
or from differences in the tasks used. Also relevant is
the finding that vagal rebound may contribute to
changes in BRS in response to the onset and offset of
psychological stress. These findings suggest that addi-
tional research on vagal rebound in recovery from
psychological stress may provide important informa-
tion relevant to cardiovascular disease risk.

Summary and Significance

Immediately after the termination of a psychological
stress there seems to be a sharp increase in HPV, a
vagal rebound that results in slower HR during recov-
ery than during baseline. Vagal rebound is attenuated
in subjects who have relatively higher risk for later
cardiovascular disease (men and those with a positive
family history of disease) compared with subjects who
have relatively lower risk (women and those with a
negative family history of disease). Additional pro-
spective longitudinal investigations are necessary to
determine the use of vagal rebound in predicting car-
diovascular disease. Moreover, the results indicate
that vagal rebound is associated with alterations in the
baroreflex sensitivity, another vagal reflex that is pre-
dictive of mortality (4). Our results and those of others
(4, 5) support an association between an attenuated
vagal reflex and risk for cardiovascular disease.
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